
 
 

  GCC Mindfulness classes 

As you are all aware SAFE Glanmire have kindly offered to support the introduction of a Mindfulness 

programme in Glanmire Community College. Mindfulness sessions are facilitated by a qualified tutor 

and commenced on Wednesday 7 November 2018 at lunch-break for seventeen students (see staff 

board for student list). These sessions will continue until February. Sincere thank you to all the class 

teachers, year heads and the Guidance Department who informed students of the classes and collected 

forms/money etc.  

Recent research shows that mindfulness techniques help build up resilience among students, even in 

highly critical situations like exam stress. It is also proven to boost working memory, incredibly 

important when studying and evaluating new information. This supports students to study more 

effectively.  

Mindfulness is about being aware of what is going on outside you and inside you. When you practice 

mindfulness you build up the neural pattern in your brain over time so that you are able to respond to 

different stresses that you come across in your everyday life. When we practice mindfulness, our 

thoughts tune into what we’re sensing in the present moment rather than rehashing the past or 

imagining the future.There is some available space still for any staff member who would like to 

participate in the classes. So if you are free any either lunch break on Wednesday please speak to me 

and I will can give you more details..(Josephine Reeves) 
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My class (Ms Reeves's) and Ms Crowe's 6th year geography class travelled to Garrestown beach in 

Kinsale to do our field work project which is worth 20% of our geography leaving cert.  

We have chosen to investigate the impact of geomorphic process on shaping a coastal environment. 

We were divided into groups with Ms Reeves, Ms Crowe, Mr McGrath and Mr Mylod.  

We were all given our own individual handbooks with a number of different tests required in order to 

carry out the entire fieldwork project. We had to test things such as longshore drift which is a process 

of coastal deposition, average number of waves in 10 minutes, height of cliff, the sediment deposited 

and many more. We used instruments such as a clinometer, trundle wheel and field view finder.  

 

Back in class now we are analysing the data collected. We are comparing our results and mapping 

them out using bar charts, pie charts, tables and diagrams.  

This completed project will be worth 20% of our final leaving cert. Geography results. 

Written by Eve Fisher, Leaving Cert. Geography class 
 



 
 

  

GCC U19 boys basketball team have also qualified for the semi final of the Cork League after beating 

Crosshaven in the quarter final on Monday19th November. 

 

It was close throughout the whole game with GCC leading by a single point at half time. An excellent 

second half performance by Luke Herlihy and Daniel Mc Elligott helped GCC run out winners on a score 

line of 64-59. They now progress to a semi final next week vs Chriost Ri. Well done. (Claire Rockall) 

 

On Monday 19th February, GCC u16 boys basketball team won a brilliant game against Carrigaline Community 

School by the smallest of margins 45-44 in the quarter final of the Cork League.  

GCC were led by a fantastic display by Jake Kelly who scored 31 points. Excellent performances also by Cormac 

O’ Sullivan and Jason Daly ensure that GCC will now progress to the semi- final against Crosshaven next week. 

Well done to all the players on their great success so far in the competition. (Claire Rockall) 



 
 

 

 

  

 

  

Rang Setanta: 2nd year Geography projects 

Last Friday Mr.Kennefick, Deputy Principal was invited to our classroom to view all our hard work 

being done in our Geography classes with Ms.Reeves. We were all so excited!! Three of the main 

projects were going to picked and would go forward to Open night on Thursday 11
th

 October and it 

was also worth 10% of our October assessment!  
 
All 2nd year Geography Teachers agreed at a Geography Department meeting that each class would 
submit students work for Open Night. Once we got the design brief from Ms.Reeves we worked 
very hard on our projects, meeting in small groups after school and at weekends. 
 
We would like to thank Mr.Kennefick for his time and his judgement on the projects. 
 The winning groups were on volcanoes, fishing and earthquakes. 
From Alex Healy Byrne and Nessa O Callaghan. 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Senior Soccer Dethrone Cork Champions 
GCC boys senior soccer team were drawn against last years Cork Cup winners, Kinsale Commnity 
College on Mayfieds all weather community pitch on Wednesday21st November. On a perfect day 
for football, a high tempo, pulsating game with very little between teams was put on show. 
GCC bossed the first half of this game, winning the physical edge and creating the better chances but 
no luck finding the net - while Cian O Rourke rushed off his line twice making 2 top class one on one 
saves from Kinsalses striker on the counter attack.  
The second half turned momentum slightly favouring Kinsale for the first 25 mins and eventually took 
the lead on the half hour mark from a lost ball in the centre of the park, opening the defence on the 
counter and very good finish from the left winger. GCC then regrouped knowing they had to turn this 
game around, with 10 mins left to play Martin Ekhosuehi stole the ball from a defensive mix up, took 
it around the keeper and slotted into an empty net. Glanmire had the better of the final 10 but 
couldn't capitalise in full time. 
The game went to extra time, with Glanmire looking in control but no clear chances coming, with 
some very dangerous counter attacks from kinsale, again  Rourke making some fine saves. In the 
second period of extra time, GCC were forcing corners and on the third attempt, inspirational captain 
Kevin Bowen pounced on a breaking ball to fire hard and low through a crowed goalmouth to find the 
winner. GCC showed great resilience and determination to secure this win. The team did themselves 
proud and will nnow play away to Newcastle West or Tralee in the last 16 of the Munster cup. 
The Team: Cian O Rourke (GK) Farid Lahadjo (RB) Sean Fitzgerald (LB) Kevin Bowen (C)(CB) Cian Barry 
(CB) Luke Herlihy (CM) Andrew O Sulivan (CM) Ben Buckley (CM) Wayne O Halloran (LW) Luke 
Crowley (RW) Martin Ekhosuehi (SKR) 
Subs used: Johnathan Lleyton for Crowley & John Walsh for Lahadjo. 
Subs: Kieran O Leary, Zach Compton, Jack Robb, Keelin McInerny, Kevin Mullane, Adam Cooper, Scott 
Murphy.             (Tom Pittam & Ian Mylod) 
 



 
 

 


